INTRODUCTION
The arrival of the Internet has revolutionized the way people
live, work and communicate. Today, more than 1.8 billion
people around the world are connected to the world of
cyberspace and do various kinds of activities online. Each day,
they “create”, “use” and “share” a large amount of information
so much that information generated and transported over the
network grows faster than anyone could imagine.
According to a survey by International Data Corporation (IDC),
the total amount of digital information worldwide reached
281,000 gigabytes in 2007, accounting for 45 gigabytes per one
population. The amount was 10 per cent larger than IDC earlier
expected.
IDC predicted that digital in
formation would grow at 60
per cent annually. With this
rate, the amount of information
on cyberspace will hit 1,800
exabytes in 2011. The growth
of worldwide digital information
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 : Growth of Digital Information Worldwide (2006-2011)
Source: International Data Corporation (IDC)
In Thailand, the annual growth of digital information increases
around 30 per cent in average. A report by www.sansarn.com
estimated that the total amount of digital information including
documents, images and videos would reach 3,170 gigabytes in
2010 and the figure is expected to rise to 5,560 gigabytes in
2011. Details of digital information growth in Thailand are
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 as below.



Figure 2 : The Total Amount of Digital Documents (2006-2011)

Figure 3 : The Total Amount of Digital Images and Digital Videos (2006-2011)
In this new era, information is vital asset for the country’s development.
Nonetheless, information available in digital and analog form is
still unstructured data so it’s difficult for people to extract
information for best utilization.
To move the country forwards, it’s a challenge for Thailand to
transform information into digital assets so that people and
businesses can utilize the digital resources to leverage their life,
work, education and business and eventually bring Thailand
towards the knowledge-based society as planned.



Building Up National
Intellectual Infrastructure

Everyday, information created in the world of cyberspace in
creases unexpectedly, but a system to help people efficiently
retrieve data and make best use of it is not yet developed, making
significant information available online hard to retrieve and
probably loss by time.
Realizing the importance of information as the country’s valuable
assets, the National Electronics and Computer Technology
Center (NECTEC) under the National Science and Technology
Development Agency has initiated a project called Digitized
Thailand (DT) to accumulate the country’s vital information to
build up the largest digital archive.
The project also involves the development of the national
intellectual infrastructure, which allows Thai people to access
enormous knowledge at anytime anywhere through the Internet
network.
Digitized Thailand is NECTEC’ s flagship project to
demonstrate the integration of technology developments, which
have been done within NECTEC for over two decades. Its goal
is to establish a prominent digital information infrastructure and
a new information service platform that will eventually be
developed into the national “intelligent” knowledge center.
Set to be the long-term project, DT is divided into four develop
ment phases; Accumulating; Knowledging; Understanding; and
Problem Solving.
Having started in 2009, the first phase is to accumulate all
physical and digital data in Thailand as well as related
technological tools to develop the national digital archive. Once
the collection of information and tools is adequate, the next
development is to utilize digital resources for knowledge
creation.
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In the third phase, the project will move forwards to developing
a system that can extract knowledge and importantly, make its
own understanding on new phenomenon. This stage is an
essential foundation for the last development phase, which is to
develop a system that can analyze and make its own decision for
problem solving.

Figure 1 : Digitized Thailand’ Development Phase.
During the first three years, NECTEC begins the accumulation
process by creating partnerships with various organizations
including national and local libraries as well as institutions and
universities to convert the country’s significant data such as
history, art, culture, local wisdom and rare documents into
digital format.
The center cooperated with Silpakorn University and Price of
Songkla University to collect knowledge related to Thai herbs
to build up digital Thai herb archive under Knowledge Unifying
Initiator for Herbal Information or KuiHerb project.

Figure 2 : KuiHerb - A Portal for Herbal Information Database.
It also worked with regional universities to digitize cultural
information and local wisdom of Lanna Kingdom in the
northern part of Thailand and from communities in northeastern
region under Digitized Lanna and Digitized Isan project.
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Figure 3 : Weave Pattern Design Program and Digital Weave Pattern Database Developed
under Digitized Lanna Project

Figure 4 : A Model of Virtual Isan Museum in Digitized Isan Project
Source: Mahasarakham University
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Figure 5 : Automatic Isan Information Retrieval System Developed under Digitized Isan Project Source: Mahasarakham University
Once each element is integrated, NECTEC believes that it will
bring to the emergence of “Digital Information Infrastructure”
in which information can be shared and processed to generate
new knowledge to Thai people digitally.
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Creating Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Under the plan, NECTEC will develop a new “service platform”
that allows people and businesses to access various kinds of digital
information services while bring digital knowledge to elevate
their life, widen their education or even make new business
development.
The platform will be built upon “Cloud Computing” infrastructure
to offer a variety of digital services under the concept of
Platform as a Service (PaaS).
Called DT PaaS, the service platform is designed to be an
online marketplace in which a range of digital contents,
information services and technological tools are accumulated.
Users can use information services, access to technological
tools or even utilize them for new commercial service
development.

Figure 6 : Diditized Thailand on the Cloud
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Figure 7 : DT Platform as a Service (PaaS) with Information Management and Application
Standard
The marketplace will comprise of three main areas; the Digital
Content area; the Technology/Application Tools area; and the
Solution area.
Digital Content area is a center of digital information collection.
Contents including history, cultural information, art, local
wisdom, tourism information and other knowledge can be
accessed and developed into digital archives for further
retrieval.
Technology/Application Tools area is a place where a variety
of application tools developed by researchers at NECTEC and
by local and international partners are provided. People can
employ the technologies to make add-on service development.
Available technologies include speech recognition, speech
synthesis, search engine, machine translation, keyword
extraction, and opinion mining.
Solution area is a center where not only a bulk of information
services developed within DT project will be provided, but
commercial services created by businesses or individuals will
also be available. Initial solutions include archival search,
Live Encyclopedia and tourism applications.
NECTEC will develop DT PaaS to be the country’s major
platform that allows people and the industries to make use of
DT’s products to develop new businesses and economic values
to the country.
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Establishing Intelligent Knowledge Center

Under its ultimate goal, NECTEC also plans to conduct more
research and development on higher-level technologies to lift up
DT PaaS to eventually become a new “intelligent” knowledge
center.
The center will be built to be the country’s prominent resource
where knowledge in different fields can be generated and
delivered to people in the society. By integrating an
“intelligent” system, the knowledge center will be so smart that
it can analyze information while give suggestions to solve any
problems from decision makings made by the machine.
It’s expected that by the next decade, Thailand will have the
national “intelligent” knowledge center, which can not only
extract a large amount of information available in the world of
cyberspace to be valuable assets, but also “monitor”, “analyze”,
and “develop” information into new knowledge by its own.
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Operational Plan
In the first three years, it’s significant period for the development
of DT project in laying down a concrete foundation to build up
the national intellectual infrastructure.
To achieve the goal, NECTEC has developed three-year
operational plan (2009-2011) focusing on five key areas;
Digital Content Development; Research and Development on
related Technologies; Standardization; Apply and Services; and
Digital Right Management.
Digital Content Development
The development of digital content is divided into two steps;
digital content archival; and digital content creation.
Digital content archival involves the transformation of
unstructured digital data including web documents, audio data,
images, video as well as social documents into structured data
and build them up into digital archive for easier retrieval.
Digital content creation is a process to develop new digital
contents for significant domains together with transforming
existing analog-based information of history, art and culture,
knowledge, local wisdom, news and other vital information into
digital form.
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The project plans to use social networking and online
community as a channel for knowledge creation. With this
method, experts even in different areas will be able to develop
contents, share knowledge while work collaboratively to verify
the accuracy of information online.
So far, the project uses the online community network to help
develop plant genetic archive and local wisdom database of
Lanna community.
Research and Development on related Technologies
To make Thailand digitized, technologies are a fundamental
backbone to create the country’s digital information infrastructure.
NECTEC established technology development framework
focusing on six areas as follows:
Technologies for Data Creation
This group of technologies is used to support digital content
creation and digitization. Major technologies include image and
motion capturing technology, sound and audio recording
technology, object scanning technology, document and text
editor, computer aided design program, image scanning
technology, audio transcription technology, digital conversion
technology, and optical character recognition technology.
Technologies for Data Accumulation
Technology development in this area will facilitate automatic
data accumulation, data storage, and archival. They comprise of
sensor technology, web crawler technology, database management
technology, data warehousing and repository technology,
storage technology, and networking technology.
Technologies for Data Access
This group of technologies is developed for data organization,
classification, and indexing. It includes the development of
query expansion technique, search result ranking technique,
indexing technique, semantic search, question and answer
search, cross-language search, sentimental and subjectivity
search, as well as multimedia search.
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Technologies for Data Analysis
This group of technologies is a foundation for analyzing and
extracting data to support decision making. The technologies
consist of data, text and web mining technology, natural
language processing technology, information filtering and
extraction, and information visualization technology.
Technologies for Data Applying
The development of data applying technologies involves the
study of methodology to make use of information; the design
of software programs; the development of web services
applications; and the utilization of human-computer interface.
Research works in this area include speech recognition system,
speech synthesis system, machine translation, expert system,
recommender system, decision support system, and e-learning
system.
Technologies for Data Sharing
The development of technologies covers the study of efficient
technique to support the sharing of information, programs and
software libraries. It includes the development of Web 2.0
applications, social annotation and tagging technique, as well as
web services technology.
Standardization
Under DT project, it’s essential to make digital data in differ
ent systems accessible seamlessly. Standardization is therefore
required to store, organize, link and integrate information in the
digital universe. The plan focuses on developing four standard
groups.
Data Organization Standards comprise of data structure standard,
digitization standard, digital content creation standard, and data
organization standard.
Knowledge Development and Integration Standards cover data
archival standard, ontology standard, and information exchange
standard.
Information Searching and Retrieval Standards involve
the development of application interface (API) standard for
information access, web services standard, and human-computer
interaction standard.
Other Standards include the standard of information security
and copyright management.
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Applications and Services

A significant mission of DT project is to encourage the
utilization of information and technological tools to develop
new digital services to benefit the country’s education, society
and business. So far, many projects have been developed to
offer information services to Thai society. Those include
Digitized Lanna project -- to provide local wisdom database of
the Lanna Kingdom; Herbal Informatics project -- to provide
Thai herbs information to support local medical and health care
circles; and Thai Web Archive project.
The plan also encourages the development of other services
including the service for digitized process, immigration
conversion, information extraction, and hosting.

Digital Right Management

In the digital universe, digital information is valuable asset.
To efficiently make use of digital contents, NECTEC will
implement digital right management (DRM) system in
Thailand. The center plans to study the adoption of DRM
covering general requirement, trust model, cryptographic
mechanisms, individualization, digital watermarking, system
security, legal issues, and consumer right protection.

Figure 1 : Process of Digital Watermark Encryption and Decryption
Modified from http://cpe.kumtt.ac.th/previousproject/2007/54/Theories2.htm
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Figure 1 : Digitized Thailand Roadmap

DT Roadmap
To drive the emergence of DT PaaS, NECTEC developed a
roadmap by formulating DT’s development framework
focusing on four elements; market needs; alliance;
technology; and output.
The roadmap sets a goal to serve market needs as the first
priority. It hopes that the outcomes of the project will push
forwards the development of new value-added products and
services in Thai creative industry; stimulate the development
of local digital content industry; and drive the exploitation
of business intelligent system for the country’ s and
business’ development.
Creating alliance is also a key strategy for the project’s success.
The roadmap outlines partnership creation in three areas;
resource alliance; technology alliance; and business alliance.

Figure 2 : Signing Ceremony of Memorandum of Agreement between the Ministry of
Science and Technology and the Ministry of Culture in “Development of Cultural Capital
from Grassroots to International” Project (August 21, 2009)
Source : http://www.most.go.th/main/index.php/news/organization-news/588-etc

Figure 3 : Signing Ceremony of Memorandum of Agreement for Science and Technology
Research and Development between the National Electronics and Computer Technology
Center (NECTEC) and Border Patrol Police Bureau (April 29, 2009)
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According to the plan, resource alliance is organizations or
communities that are information owner while technology
alliance is research institutions or universities both in and
outside the country. Commercial alliance is private
companies which will bring the outcomes from DT project
to develop businesses.
The roadmap, meanwhile, determines three levels of technology
development to build up DT PaaS. Those include mature
technology, core technology, and frontier technology. It also
classifies types of essential technologies for the platform’s development,
comprising of virtualization, tracking, digitization, archiving,
analysis, access, presentation, and realization.
The roadmap sets to complete the establishment of DT PaaS
by the end of 2011. Other significant outcomes cover
computer-human interface applications such as speech-to-speech
machine translation and automatic online assistant system,
and new experience technology.
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Technology
Under DT roadmap, eight types of technologies are classified
as an essential foundation for the establishment of DT PaaS.
They are as follows:
Virtualization
Could Computing
Cloud computing is Internet-based computing,
whereby shared resources, software, and information
are provided to computers and other devices on
demand. Cloud computing is an IT delivery model that
utilizes IT infrastructure with a pool of virtualized
computer resources to allow workloads to be deployed
and scaled-out through the rapid provisioning of virtual
machines or physical machines.
Seamless Connectivity
It’s method to connect to the world of cyberspace
seamlessly. Seamless connectivity provides a smooth
migration of a user between networks, allowing them
to access to information or computing resources with
no limitation of the network or device they use. The
connectivity is a foundation for the development of
“ubiquitous” computing and services
Tracking
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
RFID is a technology that uses a tiny computer chip
to track items at a distance. The chip, which is
embedded in RFID tag, will transmit data or the
identity in the form of a unique serial number of an
object or person to RFID reader wirelessly using radio
waves.
Body Sensor
It’s a small sensor device that is attached on human
body to capture the body’s movement. Information
collected by the sensor will be transmitted to a control
centre, allowing computer system to see the overall
movement in real-time.
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Digitization
Motion Capture
Motion capture is a process of recording movement and
translating such movement onto a digital model. Each
movement will be detected by body sensors, which are
attached in each part of the body, and will be used to create
digital character models in 2D or 3D computer animation.

Figure 1 : Sensors attached on Body Suit to detect body’s movement and transmit data to computer system. The model performed
postures of Hermit’s Yoga Exercise.

Figure 2 : Digital Camera Installed to Capture Body’s Movement

Figure 3 : Image Processing through Software
Motion Analysis

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
OCR is a process of converting printed materials into
text or word processing files that can be easily edited
and stored. Printed materials need to be scanned in a
digital image file and the OCR software will transform
image file into document file for further process.
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Archive
Crawler
A crawler is a computer program that browses the
World Wide Web in a methodical and automated
manner. It’s mainly used to create a copy of all the
visited pages for later processing by a search engine
that will index the downloaded pages to provide fast
searches.
Archive
It’s a technology for collecting incremental data. The
system checks the difference of content and then
selects to store only information that is not yet stored
in the archive to save disk space. The system will also
create an association with the change of information
according to time, topics and interests to make
summarization.
Analysis
Social Computing
Social computing is an area of computer science that is
concerned with the intersection of social behavior and
computational systems. It is based on creating or
recreating social conventions and social contexts
through the use of software and technology including
blogs, email, instant messaging, or social network
services.
Opinion Mining
Opinion mining is a discipline at the crossroads of
information retrieval and computational linguistics.
The technology will be used to analyze information
related to opinions in blogs, forums and web sites.
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Figure 4 : Simulation of Data Analysis for Opinion Mining

Access
Location-based Technology
It’s a technology that utilizes the ability of geographical
position in mobile devices to develop new personalized
information services. The technology identifies a
location of a person or object so it can deliver services
based on user’s location.
Emotional Search
Emotional search is an innovative searching method,
which enables users to use keyword expressing
emotion and feeling to search for multimedia data
including picture, video, or music that contains
emotion or feeling according to user’s requirement.
Presentation
Augmented Reality (AR)
AR is technology that integrates the real world with the
virtual world by using computer system equipped with
a web camera and software to create virtual 3D
computer generated imagery. The technology offers
users to travel into the virtual world as if they are in a
real place.
Semantic Web
Semantic web is a method and technology to allow
machines to understand the meaning - or “semantics” of information on the web. The availability of
machine-readable metadata will enable automated
agents and other software to access the Web more
intelligently, so the agents can perform tasks
automatically and locate related information on behalf
of the user.

Figure 5 : Semantics Video Indexing and Retrieval System
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Realization
3D-Music
3D-music is a technology to record and store audio
data to be presented realistically. It uses a technique to
record the audio sound from 26 different angles to be
processed through computer system and play via a
special 3D loudspeaker. Listeners can touch the sound
quality at the same level as live music show.

Figure 6 : Simulation of sound recording through 26 microphones installed in different
angles to receive surrounded sounds in 3D Music system
Source : M. Katsumoto, Y. Yamaha and T. Kimura: “Realization of multidimensional speaker
with frequency dependence of directivity”, Proc. AES Japan Sect Conf., 2008, No. PS08, pp. 1-6.

Figure 7 : Special 3D loudspeaker equipped with 26 channel power amplifiers for highly
realistic surrounded sound
Hologram Display
It’s an advance hologram display technology used for
3D remote communication. The technology allows the
3D computer-generated imagery of persons or objects
to be transmitted from one place to appear in another
place virtually.
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Moving Thailand towards
Creative Economy
Since the development of DT project involves the formation
of the country’s intellectual infrastructure, the project is seen
as a key mechanism to establish a strong foundation to pace
Thailand into the new creative economy era.
Creative economy is built upon the exploitation of
knowledge, intellectual property and creativity combining
with the roots of culture, technology and innovation. The
transformation of Thai cultural heritages, knowledge and
local wisdom into digital system will consequently bring to
the emergence of new creative businesses especially in the
area of digital content.

Implementation: DT PaaS

Figure 1 : Development of Digital Contents and Provision of Services via Devices and the Use of Applications for New Commercial
Product and Service Development
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According to a study by Kasikorn Research Center, digital
content is one of Thailand’s high potential creative
industries. Even though this industry is just starting, having
around Bt80 billion of total market value in 2009, it has a
tendency to grow increasingly.
NECTEC believes that the establishment of DT PaaS will
offer huge opportunities for local entrepreneurs to develop
innovative products and services in the form of games,
animations, e-museum systems or other information services
to serve the emerging and fast-growing demands in the
market.

3 Thai Creative Industries Benefit from DT

Apart from digital content industry, creative businesses in
design industry, tourism industry and education industry are
able to get benefits from DT PaaS for their business
development.
To add more values to Thai designing works, designers can
utilize cultural and local wisdom database to develop new
creative works that contain Thai cultural identity.
In tourism industry, businesses can make use of digital
information to develop innovative services that allow travelers
to search for tourism attractions, historical and other relevant
information around the place they are located; or even plan for
the trip via mobile device.
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Cultural Tourism

Cultural Tourism

Figure 2 : Exploitation of Digital Contents to Provide Tourism Information Service through
Mobile Device
Furthermore, the exploitation of intellectual infrastructure
will boost up educational sector by encouraging more
developments of new “electronic learning” products and
services that can be sold both in and outside the country.

Thai Society Powered by DT

In social side, the development of DT project is a starting
point to revolutionize Thai learning system. By using
information infrastructure it provides, people at all levels
will have an equal opportunity to get access to various kinds
of knowledge to elevate their life, work and education.
Farmers in remote area will no longer be left behind as they
can get into agricultural information, share experiences and
bring new knowledge to improve their farming, increase
crop’s productivities and eventually lift up Thai agricultural
system to the standard.
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For the provision of medical and health care services, digital
infrastructure offers a new chance to allow people in every
part of the country to get medical treatments at the same
quality and standard equally.
In national level, the government can make best use of
information and DT’s infrastructure to observe the country’s overall
status and examine any changes in the society for security
purpose. Various information, news, and threats can be
monitored through the network, enabling the government to
easier gather information, make analysis, and better plan for
national security management.
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DT Strengthens Thai S&T

Another significant benefit from DT project is to elevate the
country’s science and technology development.
Since the project covers the creation and the management of
digital information as w ell as the development of
technological infrastructure, it drives the proliferation of
science and technology knowledge in the country.
People with higher technological skills are developed
especially in the field of content creation, digitization, and
software development and this boosts the establishment of a
strong foundation for the country’s further development.
It’s hoped that with the increasing of qualified human
resources, Thailand will soon be able to transform itself
from a “consuming country” to become a new “developer
country” in which various kinds of intellectual-based
products and services will be created not only for domestic
consumption but also for export to other countries around
the world.
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The Blossom
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During the past two years, DT project has been generating a
number of outcomes through partnership creation with
various organizations and institutions domestically and
internationally. Its collaborative efforts have been shown in
two major areas.
Systems
Systems are products developed from the exploitation of
digital information and technology invention under DT
project. Its major outcomes included:
• Digi t a l a r c h i v e s o f T h a i h i s t o r y a n d c u l t u r a l
information (Archive)
• Systems to demonstrate Thai traditional performances
through 3D animation (Performance)
• Local wisdom collecting and sharing systems using
social networking (Local Wisdom)
• Virtual museum system (Virtualization)
• 3D music system (Realistic Communication)
• Tourism information services (Tourism).
Tools
Tools are a group of technologies developed by Thai
researchers or by international research institutions under a
partnership with DT project. Initial technological tools,
which are the project’s significant outcomes, are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Search engine
Thai text-to-speech synthesis
Automatic speech recognition
Machine translation
Thai optical character recognition
Emotional search system
AnaDent 3D
Opinion mining
3D object reconstruction
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To establish the national information infrastructure, digital
content archival is set as the first mission to push the
development of DT project reach a success.
NECTEC put a focus on creating resource alliance to
develop the country’s digital archives. One significant
project, which has been done with the Ministry of Culture, is
to accumulate and transform Thai history, art and culture,
and other vital information into digital system.
Under this collaboration, books, printed materials and rare
documents stored at the National Library of Thailand will be
digitized and developed into the national digital archive,
allowing Thai people to access and retrieve the country’s valuable
information through the Internet network.

Knowledge archiving...
To bring about The
invaluable Thai
heritage

NECTEC by Image Technology Laboratory (IMG) has
facilitated the library’s digitization process by developing a
new technology, called V-Shape scanner, to enable the
library to easier scan classical books and rare documents
while maintain their physical conditions.
The new scanner was designed with a V-shape form, so
when it comes to scanning, the officials can scan the
documents with no need to outspread the book horizontally.
Previously, the national library has scanned around 800
books into computer system. The new V-Shape scanner is
used to further scan the library’ s remaining classical
documents.

Figure 1 : V-Shape Scanner equipped
with OCR
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After scanning, the digitization process also requires a
technology, called optical character recognition (OCR), to
covert scanned files into text or word processing files that
can be easily edited and stored.

Systems

Archive

In the project, IMG’s research team made an improvement
on its OCR software. Even though the existing OCR version,
knows as Arn Thai, comes with 95 per cent recognition
accuracy, it supports only the trained fonts.
To enhance the digitization process, the team developed the
new “adaptive OCR” that can recognize more varieties of
fonts with higher accuracy. The new version is able to serve
the digitization of a large amount of diverse documents with
more efficiency.
So far, the V-shape scanner and the adaptive OCR have been
used to digitize not only documents kept at the Thai national
library but also Burmese rare documents
and newspapers, which were collected by
the Burmese businessman Mr. U Moe
Myint.
NECTEC has digitized 224 Burmese rare
document items as well as magazines,
journals and newspapers including 21
classical newspapers and 32 series of the
Burma Digest. The digitized information
will be developed into the digital achieve
to preserve and inherit valuable history of
Burma.

Figure 2 : Parts of rare books collected by the Burmese businessman
Mr. U Moe Myint have been digitized by using V-Shape Scanner.
Once the development is complete, the archive will be
presented to Thailand’s HRH Princess Maha Chakri
Sirindhorn and handed to the National Library of Burma, the
National Library of Thailand, and the Faculty of Education
at Chulalongkorn University for further reference.
Besides, NECTEC also cooperated with Buddhadasa
Indapanno Archives Foundation to develop Buddhism
digital archive.
Under the plan, all information and teachings of Thailand’s most
well known monk Buddhadasa Indapanno, which include
Buddhadasa’s biography, dharma teachings, his dairies,
written works, dharma poetry and books, will be
accumulated and digitized into Buddhadasa Indapanno
Archive on the Internet.
It’s hoped that the archive will be the country’s precious
resource that not only helps spread and preserve Buddhism
teachings and dharma principles but also allows Thai people
to easier get access to religious knowledge seamlessly.
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Performance

The superiority of Thai cultural performances, martial arts
and ancient yoga postures are now being transformed into
the digital world, allowing people to admire the
magnificence of Thai arts and learn Thai precious heritages
through lively three-dimension animations.
To inherit Thai culture, NECTEC worked with local
universities and relevant organizations to transform Thai
cultural performances such as Fon Sao Mai and Thai Khon;
Thai martial arts including swords fighting and kickboxing;
as well as the ancient hermit’s yoga postures into virtual 3D
system to demonstrate Thai marvelous performances in
realistic movements.
Fon Sao Mai’s 3D System
The traditional heaving silk dance of Lanna Kingdom,
known as Fon Sao Mai, is going digital. NECTEC and
Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna developed a
project to digitize the Lanna’s traditional dancing postures to
be presented through 3D animation model.
The university adopted a technology called motion capture
to help create the realistic movement of Fon Sao Mai. The
technology uses 42 markers attached in different parts of the
performer’s body to allow optical motion capture camera to
detect the body movement. Animation data got from the
camera will be processed in computer system and mapped
with the 3D model, which performs the same actions as the
actor.
With Fon Sao Mai’s 3D system, people can learn marvelous
Lanna dancing postures from the animated model. The
system is hoped to encourage self-learning system and
importantly, preserve Thai tradition and culture to be
transferred to young generation digitally.
Digital Khon
As Khon is a significant Thai masked-dancing performance,
which has had a long history since Ayutthaya period,
NECTEC collaborated with Chulalongkorn University to
accumulate vital information related to Thai Khon to build
up a digital information database that allows people to
discover the magnificence of Thai Khon performance.
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Under Digital Khon project, information such as Khon’s history,
its dancing postures as well as all splendid costumes are
digitized. Not only does the system offer people valuable
knowledge for further study on Thai cultural arts, the system
is also a foundation to help the country develop efficient
management system for the preservation of Thai Khon
performance.
By utilizing digital Khon database, the university plans to
develop inventory management system for Khon costumes
using radio frequency identification (RFID) technology.
Since Khon costumes comprise of many components and
each item is costly, the new system will help track the items
to make costume management system much more efficient.
The plan also covers the development of computer-aided
design program to facilitate designers to design Khon
costume and simulate the costume model virtually.
Designers can see a complete costume, make any changes
digitally, and finish the final patterns all on computer screen.

Dancing Art (Khon)

Figure 1 : Development of Digital Archive to Accumulate Khon’s history, Khon Dancing
Postures and Khon Costumes
Thai Martial Arts
Thai martial arts of swords fighting and kickboxing (Muay Thai)
are recognized as superior fighting techniques, which many
people around the world are fond of. To broaden knowledge
of Thai martial arts, NECTEC and its partners developed
systems to bring Thai fighting techniques into the world of
digital 3D animation.
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NECTEC worked with Mahasarakham University and
Sartrayuth Self-Defense Center to develop digital archive
that contains information related to Thai swords fighting and
swords dance postures. Swords dance is a significant step
for the fighters to give a respect to their teachers before
starting each fight.
By digitizing swords dance postures into the system, people
are able to learn each posture to make their own practice
through 3D animated model.

Figure 2 : Traditional Thai Swords Dance Postures

Figure 3 : Adoption of Motion Capture Technology for Digitizing Thai Swords Dance Postures
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Figure 4 : Preparation Process of 3D Model of Swords, Swords Dancer and Environment
Meanwhile, NECTEC and Mahasarakham University jointly
developed another 3D animation system to demonstrate 30
outstanding Thai kickboxing postures. The system helps
Muay Thai lovers to easier study the unique Thai martial art
virtually.

Figure 5 : Data from Motion Capture and
3D Model are rendered to produce
3D animation of Thai swords dance postures
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Hermit’ s Yoga Postures Digital Edition
To promote healthy exercises based on local wisdom,
NECTEC partnered with the Department for Development
of Thai Traditional and Alternative Medicine at the Ministry
of Public Health to digitize Thai ancient hermit’s yoga
postures.
Supported by Software Industry Promotion Agency (SIPA)
and Thai National Grid Center, the project used motion
capture technology to convert 15 basic yoga postures into
3D animation. People can see the realistic movement of each
posture so they can practice the Thai yoga by themselves
through computer system.

Figure 6 : Hermits’ Yoga Postures Digital Edition shows local wisdom of traditional Thai exercise.
Source : http://rusiedotton.thai.net
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Local Wisdom
Local wisdom will no longer lose by time as modern
technology comes to help the coun try accumulate
intelligences from communities through the use of social
networking.
Since the process to gather local wisdom requires high
coverage of data, NECTEC adopts social networking as a
tool to encourage people in communities, specialists and
experts to create and share information to the digital world.
Digital Weave Pattern Archive
NECTEC started the development of local wisdom database
by supporting Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna
to digitize traditional weave patterns created by
communities in the Northern part of Thailand through the
use of online collaboration mechanism.
People in communities are motivated to develop and share
information about weave patterns online and all the contents
will be collaboratively verified by experts and specialists in
the field.
Currently, the digital archive
contains around 100 ancient
weave patterns together with
their specific information
such as the name of the
pattern, details, history and
its characteristics. The
database is in use to study
ancient fabric patterns and to
enhance Thai fabric
designing works.

Figure 1 : Development of Weave Pattern Digital Archive under Digitized Lanna Project
Source : http://www.digitized-lanna.com
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Thai Herbal Database
NECTEC, in cooperation with Silpakorn University and
Prince of Songkla University, initiated a project to build up
Thai herbal database by developing Knowledge Unifying
Initiator for Herbal Information (KuiHerb) to be a platform
for collective intelligence.
Communities and experts in the field can contribute their
knowledge and herbal information such as images of herbs,
herbal vocabulary and medicinal usages into KuiHerb.
To ensure the accuracy of the database, the system has
mechanisms to improve its reliability. A voting system is
applied to extract accurate information to develop into a
reliable Thai herbal database that can be used for many
purposes.

Create and Share

Figure 2 : A new social networking site (XPLog.org) allows
people to publish and share pictures and video clips telling
stories related to Thai tradition and culture as well as local wisdom.

Currently, more than 800 types of Thai herbs
are collected. People can search for herbal
information categorized by herbal name or
disease symptom. The result will come out
with the details of each herb and its image as
well as its properties, medicinal usages and
medical formula.
NECTEC hopes that herbal database will
encourage the development of new medicines
from local intelligences and stimulate further
pharmacological study on the matter.

XPLog
To lay down social networking infrastructure for local
wisdom collection, NECTEC partnered with Thai
Computational Linguistics Laboratory (TCL) of the National
Institute of Information and Communication Technology
(NICT) from Japan, the Ministry of Culture and Border
Patrol Police Bureau to develop social networking web site,
called XPLog.org.
XPLog is a place where people can publish and share
pictures and video clips telling stories related to Thai
tradition and culture as well as local wisdom to the online
world. Contents generated by users can be developed into
the national local wisdom database in the future.
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Visualization

Thai traditional way of life is probably fading away from
people in the modern society, but the technology of virtual
reality is recalling what’s in people’s memory to come alive.
In a response to HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn’s
initiative, NECTEC conducted a project to preserve Thai
traditional way of life by simulating M.R. Kukrit Pramoj’ s heritage
home, the Thai traditional houses registered by the
Department of Fine Arts as “Home of an Important Person”,
into digital 3D system.
Under cooperation among Knowledge Elicitation and
Archiving Laboratory (KEA) at NECTEC, Mass
Communications Organization of Thailand (MCOT) and
Kukrit 80 Foundation, the project is to develop “live”
museum to allow people to visit M.R. Kukrit’s heritage home
and learn the Thai traditional way of life in a simulated
environment through computer system.
Built upon virtual reality
technology, M.R. Kukrit’s
virtual heritage home is
divided into five areas;
Khon pavilion; outdoor
museum; Thai traditional
houses; lotus pond; and the
garden. To offer a realistic
visit, 21 high-resolution
panoramic views were
created, allowing visitors to
take a virtual walk through
each part of the houses as if
they’re visiting a real place.
Additionally, a collection of ancient ornate Khon masks
were simulated to display in virtual Khon pavilion in 3D
animation. Visitors are able to touch the magnificence of
Thai arts digitally in 360 degree angle.
The development also covers the production of video to
demonstrate the “live” visit around the houses with
descriptions so people can get more information about M.R.
Kukrit’s heritage home and its history while taking a tour.
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Figure 1 : Development of Virtual Museum to Preserve M.R. Kukrit Pramoj’s Heritage Home
Suan Mokk 360 Degree
Travelling to the most well-known forest monastery and
meditation center of Suan Mokkhabalarama in the Southern
part of Thailand may not be easy for many people. But with
a help of technology, people all over the world can take a
tour to Thailand’s significant religion place through the
Internet.
Established in 1932 by Buddhadasa Indapanno, Suan Mokk,
for short, is now offering people to visit the Garden of
Liberation in 360 degree angle digitally. Visitors can take a
v i r t u a l t o u r t o B u d d h a d a s a’s p a r s o n a g e ; D h a r m a
Proclamation Hall where Buddhadasa’s bone ash is enshrined
and collections of all Buddhadasa’s works are kept; the
Spiritual Theatre in which art objects, drawings and poems
related to Buddha teachings are exhibited; as well as other
significant places around the Garden.
To make a realistic visit, the research team from KEA
developed Suan Mokk 360 degree by integrating techniques
of panoramic photography and high dynamic range
photography with interactive map to simulate the real places
on computer system.
Figure 2 : Suan Mokk 360 degree Project
Source :
http://www.bia.or.th/suanmokkh/index.html
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Visitors can walk and move around the place while access to
Buddhadasa’s pictorial interpretation drawings, which are
displayed in the Spiritual Theatre through high resolution
image online.
People from around the world can take a tour to Suan
Mokkhabalarama virtually at http://www.bia.co.th.

Realistic Communication
Thai valuable musical works are now being recorded and
inherited to new generation through the use of new
technology that allows listeners to appreciate musical
aesthetics with highly realistic surrounded sound at the same
quality as live music.
NECTEC adopted the 3D music technology from the
National Institute of Information and Communication
Technology (NICT) of Japan to help digitize Thai musical
works composed by Thai music artists.
The project initially invited four musical compositions
of HM the King Bhumibol Adulyadej including Saeng Tien
(Candlelight Blues), Klaikangwon (When), Yarm Yen
ure 1 : HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn
(Love at Sundown) and Rak (Love) to be recorded with 3D Figpresi
ded over the opening ceremony of 3D
music technology.
music demonstration at Supreme Artist Hall. (May
17, 2010)
The 3D music is now demonstrated at the Supreme Artist
Hall in Pathum Thani province. The hall was built to honor
the King for his great artistic and social contributions and it’s
a place where arts and artistic works of the King and other
national artists are exhibited.
As 3D music technology offers high quality of realistic
communication, every sound detail of each musical
instrument is recorded by using 26 miniature microphones
connected to receivers. To receive surrounded sound from
the original source, the 26 microphones will be placed
around the musical instrument in different angles.
Recorded sound will be relayed through special 3D
loudspeaker, which is designed in a circular shape and
comprises of 26 small loudspeaker units and 26 channel
power amplifiers. Using this speaker, the audio broadcast is
special and reaches its high definition, enabling listeners to
appreciate the music as if they listen to it live.
The technology is now coming to help the country
accumulate and digitize valuable musical works for
preservation. Valuable musical knowledge can also be
transferred from generation to generation with a perfect
music appreciation like the origin.
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Tourism

Travelling in Thailand will no longer be the same. With the
development of DT PaaS linked to tourism and cultural
information, travelers will get a new experience to go
around tourism destinations and absorb Thai tradition ways
of life with more fun.
By integrating digital information with state-of-the-art
wireless technology, visiting cultural museums or historic
sites will be more exciting as visitors can get access to any
tourism and historical information whenever and wherever
they want via mobile devices.

The collaboration is to
change the face of the
traditional museum to
become a new “e-museum”
so people will be more
enjoyable to learn
Thai history and
culture through the
use of technology.

e-Museum
To promote Thai cultural tourism, NECTEC collaborated
with the Department of Fine Arts at the Ministry of Culture
to revolutionize the way people visit cultural and historic
museums. The collaboration is to change the face of the
traditional museum to become a new “e-museum” so people
will be more enjoyable to learn Thai history and culture
through the use of technology.
Instead of reading historical data from non-interactive
information tag, the new museum will use radio frequency
identification (RFID) technology to introduce and provide
information to visitors automatically and interactively.
At the entrance, visitors will receive RFID tag containing
their personal information and Bluetooth headset. When
they find interests in any exhibited items, they can just place
the RFID tag onto the reader installed close to the item. The
system will then automatically tell the story of the item, its
history as well as relevant information through Bluetooth
earphone in any languages as required.
With data recorded in RFID system, the museum can use it
to monitor the overall status and calculate period of time
visitors spent in each exhibition zone so that it can analyze
visitors’ behavior to improve and develop new services to
match the visitors’interests.
The system will initially be implemented at Chawsampraya
National Museum in Ayutthaya province. Not only is the
system developed for information and customer service
provision, it can be linked with the museum’s antiquity
database for inventory management.
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Historical Park & Museum

Figure 1 : RFID Technology adapter for museum guide in e-Museum project
As RFID is used to identify the item, the museum can also
monitor each antiquity for its safety and security purpose. If
any moves of the antiquity are detected, the system will alert
the official to know the item’s status at once. The system can
also send a warning when the maintenance is required.
Tourism Information Services
To facilitate travelling in Thailand, NECTEC and the
Ministry of Culture collaboratively developed two new
tourism information services; Pi-Pe digital guide service;
and Thai Fiesta on Mobile.
Built upon the concept of self travelling, Pi-Pe is a digital
travelling guide that allows travelers to plan for their own
travelling itinerary automatically at http://www.pi-pe.org.
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Figure 2 : Digital Travelling Guide System (Pi-Pe.org) for Ayutthaya Province
Travelers just select their destination by determining the first
and last date of the trip, the starting point, and targeted
attractions into the system. The system will proceed the plan
while recommend the places, travelling routes as well as
period of time to visit each place. It also helps calculate the
whole trip’s expenses of accommodation, meals, fuels and
ticket fees so travelers can know the total budget required in
the trip.
Travelers can adjust their travelling plan at all time directly
from the website or via mobile device. Schedules can be
saved and printed to take on the journey.
The Pi-Pe service is now available for self travelling in
Ayutthaya province. Traveling plan for other provinces will
be added afterwards.

Figure 3 : Thai Festival Information Service
on Mobile (Thai Fiesta on Mobile)

Thai Fiesta on Mobile is another tourism information service
developed under the concept of cultural tourism. The service
offers travelers with mobile device equipped with
geographic positioning system (GPS) to search for
information of Thai festivals arranged around or close to
their present location.
Travelers can search for information by using automatic
search or from the present location. Once they find their
interested festival, the system will pinpoint the location and
then show the route to direct them to the destination.
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Tools

Search Engine
It’s not easy to get required information from a huge amount
of data in the digital universe. But once the technology of
search engine comes in, such a difficulty is eliminated.
Search engine is a crucial technology for the development of
the country’s digital archives. As the technology allows
people to efficiently retrieve data, documents or files from a
database or from a computer network, it’s a key fundamental
for the development of various kinds of information
services.
NECTEC has conducted the development of its search
technology for over a decade by integrating multiple
techniques to offer more efficient retrieval and search results
that can respond to users’ requirements.
The engine serves various kinds of searching methods
including full-text search, semantic search based on
ontology approach, natural language search using Artificial
Intelligence Markup Language (AIML), soundex search and
synonym search. By applying Web 2.0 technology in the
development, the search technology also supports social
tag-based retrieval.
The search system
comprises of four elements;
Information Gathering;
Language Processing and
Semantic Analysis;
Information Access; and
Language Resource
Construction.

Figure 1 : System Architecture of Search Technology
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Information Gathering
It’s a process to collect data from database systems or from
the Internet in the form of web pages or document files in
any formats such as HTML, PDF or Open Office.
Documents will also be parsed in this process.
Language Processing and Semantic Analysis
Data will be sent for language processing and semantic
analysis. This process starts as follows:

• Tokenization

The research team adopted its own-developed software
known as Thai Lexeme Tokenizer (LexTo) to help
segment document texts into words, allowing the
system to create indexing for further process. The
program supports both Thai and English language with
over 90 per cent accuracy and it can segment one
million words within six seconds.

• Word Approximation and Soundex for Thai

Query Correction
The techniques come to resolve misspelled query due
to typographical and cognitive errors. Word
Approximation uses beam search technique, allowing a
query to be calculated for error scores by comparing
with the words in the dictionary. The words that have
the minimal error score will be returned.
Soundex is used for fixing cognitive error by using
phoneme search. The query must be first converted to
phoneme format. The words in the dictionary which
have the same phoneme format as the query will be
returned.

• Pattern Analysis

The technique was developed to serve natural language
search by comparing the pattern of user’s request and
then analyze the meaning of the request for further
search.

• Semantic Inference

It’s the state-of-the art question and answer approach
developed to serve ontology-based semantic search.
The technique allows the system to search for the best
answer for complex question.
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Information Access
The research and development in this area covers:

• Indexing and retrieval for full-text search

		
		
		
		

The research team developed the technology that
can create indexing of 100 megabytes of data
within one minute and make retrieval at less than
one second.

• Query processing

		
		
		
		
		
		

It’s a process to analyze texts that users key in. If
it’s a request, the system will make pattern
analysis before offering the search results. But if
it’s just a phrase, the system will make word
segmentation and then process the search from
the index.

Language Resource Construction
It’s a significant step to make the search technology complete
and efficient. The development included:

• AIML pattern construction

		
		
		
		

AIML pattern is constructed to serve natural
language search and interactive conversation
between the machine’ s agent and users using
natural language.

• Social tagging

		 It’s the development of technique that allows users
		 to put a keyword on their document files, images
		 or videos for more efficient search.

• Synonym Construction

		
		
		
		
		
		

It’ s to identify synonym to keywords used for
searching. The method improves search
capabilities by offering the engine with higher
coverage of data so the system can make a search
with the best results. It’s suitable for searching
information in specific domains.
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NECTEC applied the search technology
to build up the country’s first search
engine system called Sansarn and to
develop a prototype of an automatic
question and answer system via
Windows Live Messenger (MSN),
known as ABDUL (Artificial BuDdy U
Love).

Figure 2 : Example of Using ABDUL for Enterprise’s Information Inquiry

Sansarn was developed to serve a variety
of information searching. It comprises
of Sansarn Look! for web searching;
Sansarn DB for database searching,
Sansarn Offline for offline search; and
Sansarn IMage Search for image
retrieval.

ABDUL was built to become people’s online assistant. By
developing an information agent in which diverse
information services are integrated, people can ask ABDUL
any topics, for example, oil prices, word translation, traffic
situation or even news through instant messaging (IM)
program in the same way as online chat. The agent will
search for results and give users an answer automatically.
The interaction between users and the agent will be done by
using natural language.
NECTEC’s search technology can also be used for other
new application developments including enterprise search
engine or online help desk system in call center. The
technology is a significant tool to develop digital
information infrastructure in DT project.
Reference
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Thai Text-to-Speech
Synthesis Technology
Accessing information in the digital planet will be more
exciting. Instead of reading, the advent of “text-to-speech
synthesis” is facilitating people to get into various kinds of
digital information just by listening.
Human Language Technology Laboratory (HLT) at
NECTEC has spent over a decade to build up human-computer
interface (HCI) by developing Thai text-to-speech synthesis
(TTS) that can convert normal language text into speech,
enabling the machine to “talk” to people in human words.
The development focuses on making the system to offer
precise text-to-speech conversion as well as developing
natural and accurate sound pronunciation that is close to the
quality of human’s voice.
The research team developed the technology based on three
key elements; text analysis; prosody analysis; and speech
synthesis.

Figure 1 : System Architecture of Thai Text-to-Speech Synthesis
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Text Analysis
It’s the first part of the system to receive the input texts
including Thai or English texts, numbers, abbreviations, and
symbols to be segmented into smaller units for processing in
other modules. This part also covers the determination of
phrase boundary, which is the acceptable position to pause
when reading, for synthesizing a natural sound. The text
analysis process comprises of:
• Tokenization: To examine and classify a set of tokens
		 such as Thai texts, English texts, symbols or numeral
		 texts for processing.
• Word Segmentation: To segment texts into words for
		 further analysis.
•
		
		
		

Grapheme-to-phoneme Conversion (G2P): To analyze
the correct or best sequence of phonemes for words,
numbers and symbols and convert into phonological
representation.

• Pre-defined pronunciation dictionary: To convert a set
		 of tokens into phonological representation by mapping
		 with pre-defined pronunciation dictionary.
• Information Extraction: To extract linguistics information
		 for further processing.
Prosody Analysis
It’s the module to analyze duration and intonation such as
pitch variation, loudness and syllable length to create
naturalness of synthetic speech. It included:
• Duration Analysis: To analyze appropriate syllable
		 length for the new created texts.
• Intonation Analysis: To analyze pitch variation of the
		 synthesis speech.
Speech Synthesis
This part is to use phonological representation and prosody
information to determine which sound units should be
selected and how these units should be processed to
synthesize a high natural synthetic speech.
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The research team developed the speech synthesis based on
two approaches; Unit Selection Speech Synthesis; and
HMM-based Speech Synthesis.
• Unit Selection Speech
Synthesis is to produce high
quality synthesis speech
with no limitation of
computer resources. The
approach selects appropriate
speech unit that phonetically
and prosodically best match
the target units. The
technique will minimize the
discontinuity between the
selected units and then give
high quality and more
natural synthesis speech.
•
		
		
		
		
		
		

Figure 2 : Structure of Unit Selection Speech Synthesis

HMM-based Speech Synthesis is an approach that
smooth spectral sequences are generated according to
the statistics of speech parameters modeled by Hidden
Markov models (HMM). As a result, natural sounding
speech can be synthesized. The technique is applied to
support the use of TTS applications for mobile
devices.

Figure 3 : Structure of HMM-nased Speech Synthesis
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Thai TSS is regarded as a significant technology to help
deliver equal information access to people in the digital
world. NECTEC adopted the technology to develop Thai
screen reader, the software that facilitates people with
visually impaired to access digital information and interact
with computer system through listening.
The technology can also be applied to develop new
applications and information services, for example,
automatic call center, computer-aided language learning
(CALL) and speech-to-speech machine translation.
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Automatic Speech Recognition

Conventional human-machine interactions such as mouse
and keyboards as well as the computer ability to understand
human commands are obstacle for people to make use of
new technologies. Emerging of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) has broken such barrier, allowing people
even having no computer skill to communicate with
computers using only their natural voice.
ASR functions to convert human speech to text, in which
computers can take for further processes. This technology
has been invented for Thai in Human Language Technology
(HLT) laboratory at NECTEC with aims to reduce the
digital divide by using natural language processing
technologies.
In the ASR procedure, the system constructs a word network
using a language model. Each word in the network consists
of phoneme-based acoustic models, usually Hidden Markov
Models (HMM).
An input speech is converted firstly to a
sequence of speech features, which is fed
into the word network. The path in the
network having the highest probability
determines the resulting word sequence of
such input speech. The process of
propagating speech features into the word
network to determine the best path is
called decoding, which is normally based
on the Viterbi beam-search algorithm.
This algorithm drastically reduces the
usage of memory and computational
power by eliminating unreliable paths
during search.

Figure 1 : ASR Architecture
The research team has conducted the ASR research in two
major topics: Robust Speech Recognition and Large
Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR)
Robust Speech Recognition aims at selecting an acoustic
model best matched to the input speech environment. This
process is done by incorporating a noise classification
module. A tree-structure noise classifier has been invented
for fast noise identification and acoustic model selection.
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Meanwhile, an acoustic model adaptation method using
Simulated Data Adaptation has been proposed. This method
extracts noise from the input speech and mixes the noise
with prepared clean speech to form simulated noisy data for
acoustic model adaptation. With a short noisy input, this
process is somewhat real time.
The LVCSR research focuses on transcribing continuous
speech covering large vocabulary. ASR systems for
transcribing read speech (Dictation) and broadcast news
speech have been investigated while the system for
transcribing telephone conversational speech is under
initiated. This kind of ASR requires N-gram language
modeling which can efficiently handle large vocabulary.
Particularly for broadcast news transcription, an additional
module to handle words unseen in the system dictionary is
important and has been proposed to use sub-word units in
the dictionary.
Moreover, an automatic pronunciation dictionary generation
for Thai has been invented to solve the problem of
incomplete word segmentation and letter-to-sound
conversion. The algorithm is to segment text into syllable-like
units by an accurate syllabification tool and combines
syllables into words using mutual information.

Figure 2 : ASR Performance in IVR System

The efficiency of ASR depends strongly on
the recognition task and the system
environment. The research team has
employed ASR in automatic Interactive Voice
Response (IVR) for traffic information under
the Telephone Voice Information Service
project (TVIS), where telephone callers can
access for traffic information using their
natural voice request. The system responds to
the callers via voice synthesized automatically
from a text-to-speech synthesis module
without the need of human operators.

Figure 2 illustrates test results of ASR in three different
environments, fixed-line phones, personal cordless
telephones (PCT) and general mobile phones. The task is
personal phonebook where users can dial to their contacts by
saying names. After incorporating robust speech recognition
techniques, the word error rate (WER) reduced significantly
from those produced by the baseline system.
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At the same time, the research team has developed Thai
LVCSR systems in a 5,000 word newspaper reading task
and a Thai broadcast news transcription task. They achieved
about 75 per cent and 65 per cent recognition accuracies
respectively.
The research conducted for ASR is expected to serve as an
innovation for digital multimedia services such as dictation
systems, audio/video indexing, transcription of broadcast
news, radio, and so on.
Reference
1. Chai Wutiwiwatchai and Sadaoki Furui, “Thai speech processing technology: a review”,
Speech Communication Journal, Vol. 49, Issue 1, pp. 8-27, 2007.
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Machine Translation
A difficulty to understand English-based documents will no
longer be a problem for Thai people as technology has come
to remove such language barrier, allowing people to read or
understand English as simple as Thai.
To encourage Thai people to acquire a large amount of
knowledge in the digital universe, a research team from
Human Language Technology (HLT) laboratory at
NECTEC developed a technology called “machine
translation” (MT) to make an automatic translation from one
language to another.
As more than 50 per cent of digital information is available
in English, the research team initially focused on developing
English-to-Thai machine translation.
In an early stage, NECTEC collaborated with NEC
Corporation from Japan to use its English-to-Japanese
machine translation as a foundation for the development.
NECTEC’s initial MT version came up with dictionaries,
Thai and English grammar, as well as semantic analysis
module. When users input English texts into the system, the
machine analyzes the sentence and grammatical structure
and then makes language normalization to construct a
syllable tree form.
The tree form will be used
for translating English to
Thai and this process also
includes the construction of
Thai sentence pattern
according to Thai
grammatical and semantic
structure.

				
Figure 1 : Working Process of Statistical
Machine Translation
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To enhance the system’ s
capabilities, S t a t i s t i c a l
Machine Translation (SMT)
was employed to make
improvement on its MT
system.

SMT is an approach where translations are generated on the
basis of statistical models whose parameters are derived
from the analysis of bilingual text corpora.
The approach is characterized by the use of machine
learning method, which treats translation as a machine
learning problem. By applying a learning algorithm to a
large body of previously translated text, known as parallel
corpus, the system can also translate previously unseen
sentences. With SMT approach and enough parallel texts,
the research team will be able to build MT system for a new
language pair within a very short period of time.
SMT involves the development of language model and
translation model. However, decoding algorithm is also
a crucial part to translate and construct sentence patterns
of target language with the highest probability.
The technology so far has been applied to develop an online
English-to-Thai translation service known as “ParSit”. The
service is available at http://www.suparsit.com.
By using linguistics principles to analyze semantic
translation, ParSit offers sentence by sentence translation
based on over 600,000 vocabularies with more than 120,000
meanings.
The web-based service was built under client-server
architecture. If there are multiple requests simultaneously,
the MT-Server will manage the translation queue by
checking which MT-Client is available and sending task
to that client. In case that all MT-Clients are busy, the
MT-Server will keep the input file in a queue and send to the
available MT-Client later.
The system also keeps record of web pages that are
frequently translated in proxy-based MT to reduce
redundant translating jobs. Once the translation request of
the stored pages is made, the proxy-based MT will send
back translated results to users, instead of translating them.
Users can ask for service in the form of whole web site
translation or text translation. In case of text translation, the
system allows users to alter or edit translation results for the
system’s further improvement.
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Currently, ParSit serves more than 1,500 users a day with
over 15,000 pages to be translated. Its translation accuracy is
around 60 to 70 per cent.
The technology was also licensed to US-based
Communications-Electronics Research, Development and
Engineering Center (CERDEC) for use in Cobra Gold
project, the regularly-scheduled joint exercise in the
continuing series of U.S.-Thai military.
MT can be applied for use in translation service business
and language learning. It’ s a key technology for the
development of intellectual infrastructure in DT project.
Reference
1. Teerapong Modhiran, Krit Kosawat, Supon Klaithin,Monthika Boriboon Thepchai Supnithi,
PARSITTE:An online Thai-English Machine Translation, MT SUMMIT X (2005).
2. Sittha Phaholphinyo, Teerapong Modhiran, Nattapol Kritsuthikul and Thepchai Supnithi,
“A Practical of Memory-based Approach for Improving Accuracy of MT”, MT SUMMIT X
(2005).
3. Thepchai Supnithi, Supon Klaithin and Kanokorn Trakultaweekool. “A Cooperative
Work Environment for Translation Integrating MT and TM for Community”, IJCKS
(2007).
4. Peerachet Porkaew, and Thepchai Supnithi, Missing Phrase Recovering by Combining
Forward and Backward Phrase Translation Tables : The 13th Paciﬁc-Asia Conference
on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD-09) Special Thai Track Section,
May 2009.
5. Peerachet Porkaew, Taneth Ruangrajitpakorn, Kanokorn Trakultaweekoon, and Thepchai
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Thai OCR
Forget about retyping data from paper-based documents into
computer system. Thanks to a technology called Optical
Character Recognition (OCR), it would be much easier to
convert all printed materials, books or any documents into
electronic files that can conveniently store and edit.
Image Technology Laboratory (IMG) at NECTEC has spent
over a decade in developing the technology to transform
Thai-based documents into text or word processing files and
so far, the lab succeeded in bringing the Thai OCR software,
known as Arn Thai, for commercial.
Arn Thai helps make electronic translation of
scanned images of typewritten or printed text
captured by scanner or digital camera in BMP,
JPG or PDF format into electronic file, allowing
users to edit the text, search for a word or phrase,
and store it for further development.
The software can recognize a variety of Thai fonts
at 12-point size upwards with 95 per cent accuracy
on clear paper.
OCR is used to transform Thai-based
documents
into text or word processing files
The research team divided the development of Thai OCR
that can be edited on computer.
software into three processes; Pre-processing; Recognition;
and Post-processing.
Pre-processing is the most important step of character
recognition. This process starts from getting input image and
adjusting it into a correct format in order to be processed in
the recognition step. Pre-processing involves several
activities including noise filtering, normalization, line
extraction as well as feature extraction and classification.

Recognition is a key part of the OCR system. The research
team adopted neural network to develop high-accurate
recognition engine. Once the input image is sent, the engine
converts the character image into texts and feeds into the
post-processing step.
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Post-processing is the stage to examine words or sentences
generated by the recognition engine to make corrections
according to the language grammas. This process improves
recognition accuracy of the electronic documents.
To serve the digitization of a large amount of diverse
documents in DT project, the research team has made add-on
development to enhance the capabilities on its Thai OCR
technology.
Source : http://www.sumo.intec.ugent.be/
?q=research_machinelearning

Even though Arn Thai achieves 95 per cent accuracy, the
software recognizes only trained fonts. So, when it comes to
use with unknown fonts, the accuracy drops.
A new “adaptive OCR”, therefore, was developed by using
techniques that made the software recognize more varieties
of new fonts with higher accuracy. This development
involves three processes.
Feature Extraction and Classification is the process to
e x t r a c t t h e c h a r a c t e r’ s f e a t u r e a n d m a k e f e a t u r e
classification.

Template Initialization will extract the input image to
create an initial set of templates that represents each
character.

Recognition is to make feature extraction of the characters
and compare them with the templates to perform
recognition.
With higher recognition capabilities, the technology is used
to help the National Library of Thailand transform Thai
history and valuable knowledge from rare documents and
classical books into digital system. NECTEC will also
encourage other organizations to utilize the technology to
digitize documents for digital archive development.
Reference
1. Information R&D Unit, the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center
(NECTEC), OCR: From Image to Texts (October 2000)
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Emotional Search

Searching information will go beyond a keyword search.
The development of state-of-the-art technology is now
offering people a new experience to retrieve multimedia data
including images, music and stories dynamically according
to their impressions and feelings.
Emotional search is a new advance technology that comes to
change the face of traditional searching techniques, allowing
users to express their emotions and feelings to make
a search. The system will define and extract media data that
matches impressions and senses of individual users to offer
them search results.
NECTEC is creating technology alliance with Keio
University from Japan to bring the university’s emotional
search to support the development of information services in
DT project.

The technology is to
make the computer
machine to understand
“Kansei” of human
beings. The concept of
“Kansei” in Japanese
includes several meanings
on sensitive recognition,
such as impression,
human senses, feelings,
sensitivity, psychological
and physiological reaction.

The technology is to make the computer machine to
understand “Kansei” of human beings. The concept of
“Kansei” in Japanese includes several meanings on sensitive
recognition, such as impression, human
senses, feelings, sensitivity, psychological
and physiological reaction.
In the development, the research team
applied Semantic Associative Computation
Method to build Automatic Media
Decoration Model. The model is used to
extract semantic “Kansei” features of “main-media
object” such as music, image and video and
then make association with the features of
user’ request by using the Mathematical
Model of Meaning (MMM).
MMM is a basic model for realizing a semantic associative
search method with context recognition mechanisms.
It allows the computational machinery to recognize
the meaning of a keyword according to a context and obtain
the related data objects to the keyword in the given context.

Figure 1 : Kansei information is paving
a way to the challenge in the Search
of human emotional expression
Emotional Search

The new search method surpasses the traditional search
methods which use pattern matching for associative search.
Users can use their own words for representing impression
and data contents for media retrieval, and do not need to
know how the metadata of media data of retrieval candidates
are characterized in databases.
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To improve accuracy of the search results, a learning
mechanism is applied to use with database systems dealing
with “Kansei” information to adapt search results according
to individual variation.
Generally, multimedia database systems dealing with
“Kansei” information might not always select accurate and
appropriate media data. In the learning process, if
inappropriate search results for a request are extracted by the
system; or accurate data items which must be the search
results are specified as suggestions, the learning mechanism
is applied to the system in order to extract the appropriate
retrieval results in subsequent requests.
The technology can be used to develop various applications
for decorative-multimedia creation as follows:
• Decorative music rendering with images according to
the impression and “Kansei” of the music
• Decorative video rendering with color visualization
according to impression transition of a video story
• Decorative text (novel) representation with the
appropriate fonts, according to the impression of
a story
• Decorative image presentation with music according
to the impression and “Kansei” of the image
• Automatic decoration of a room with appropriate
room lighting according to the situation and context of
the room
• Automatic Web-page decoration with appropriate
fonts and colors according to the impression of the
page content
In DT project, NECTEC adopted emotional search
technology to use for searching classical weave patterns.
Fabric designers can use their own words expressing
impression or feelings and the system will search for the
pattern that matches user’s requirement and give results
associated with that feeling.

Reference
1. Yasushi Kiyoki, and Xing Chen, “A Semantic Associative Computation Method for
Automatic Decorative-Multimedia Creation with “Kansei” Information”, The Sixth
Asia-Paciﬁc Conferences on Conceptual Modelling, January 20-23, 2009, Wellington,
New Zealand
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AnaDent3D

To elevate the provision of medical service, a research team
from Image Technology Laboratory (IMG) at NECTEC
developed a new dental application for archiving and
analyzing dental cast by using 3D technology.
Called AnaDent 3D, the technology allows patients’dental
cast models to be digitized so dentists can retrieve dental
information in simulated 3D graphics from a computer
system or through mobile devices. The software comprises
of three elements; AnaDent 3D Database; AnaDent 3D
Viewer; and AnaDent 3D Mobile.
AnaDent 3D Database is dental model database in which
dentists or orthodontists can retrieve information for
orthodontic treatments and dental identification. The
information will be displayed in 3D model on AnaDent 3D
Viewer.
To offer more convenient to orthodontists in accessing
information at anywhere, AnaDent 3D Mobile is developed
to perform 3D model analysis via mobile devices.
The research team adopted three
technologies to develop the whole
system.
Extensible 3D Graphics (X3D):
Developed by using Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML), the
technology is used to display 3D
models through web browser.
Open Graphics Library (OpenGL): To
show 3D results through computer
system.

Figure 1 : Key Technologies for Development of AnaDent3D

Open Graphics Library for Embedded Systems (OpenGL ES):
To support the display of 3D model on mobile and
embedded system devices.
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The system starts from digitizing the
stone dental cast model through 3D
scanner. The 3D image file will be
converted into high-resolution and
low-resolution file in Standard Template
Library (STL) format and VRML file.
The conventional JPG file of the stone
dental cast model is also recorded using
digital camera.

Figure 2 : Diagram of AnaDent3D’s
Working Process

Figure 3 : Snap Shots from AnaDent3D Viewer

Both 2D and 3D image files will be
stored in the database, allowing
orthodontists to retrieve the patient’s dental
information and the 3D model in three
formats; through web browser for VRML file; via mobile
device for low-resolution STL file; or by downloading
high-resolution STL file to computer system. The software
also comes with a program to analyze and plan for
orthodontic treatments.
Information stored in the database can be applied for further
software development including search engines for 3D
medical objects and the applications for forensic dental
identification for those who have been either missing or
killed during the disasters.
NECTEC hopes that AnaDent 3D will be an element to
encourage the development of new medical services through
the utilization of DT infrastructure.
Reference
1. N. Wongwaen, C. Sinthanayothin. Computerized Checking of Overjet, Overbite and
Occlusal Contact on 3D Dental Cast. 6th International Joint Conference on Computer
Science and Software Engineering, JCSSE2009 2009, Volumn1, pp. 247-250 .
2. Chanjira Sinthanayothin, Nonlapas Wongwaen, Wisarut Bholsithi. Computerized
Method of Virtual Bases Construction for Orthodontic Study Model. The 25th International
Technical Conference on Circuits/Systems, Computers and Communications (ITCCSCC 2010) , Pattaya, Thailand. July 4-7,2010
3. Nonlapas Wongwaen, Chanjira Sinthanayothin. Computerized Algorithm for 3D Teeth
Segmentation. IEEE Xplore: 2010 International Conference on Electronics and
Information Engineering (ICEIE 2010). Kyoto, Japan, August 1-3, 2010
4. Chanjira Sinthanayothin, Natthawadee Phichitchaiphan, Nonlapas Wongwaen,
Wisarut Bholsithi. System for Archiving, Communication and Analyzing of 3D Dental
Cast Model. IEEE Xplore: 2010 International Conference on Electronics and Information
Engineering (ICEIE 2010). Kyoto, Japan, August 1-3, 2010

More Information
http://anadent3d.com
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Opinion Mining

The emerging of Web 2.0 is driving the generation of new
digital content especially in the form of opinion expressions.
Nonetheless, the access to a large amount of opinion
contents in social web sites could not be done efficiently
through traditional search method.

Opinion Mining technology
is use to mine the
c u s t o m e r’ o p i n i o n s
for leverging the
organizational service
in Customer Relationship
Managment (CRM)
Opinion mining is the integration of broad technologies of
As opinion expressions that convey people’s positive or
negative sentiments are important information for businesses
to analyze customers’ behavior for product and service
development, a research team at NECTEC is developing a
technology, called Opinion Mining, to help make sentiment
analysis of reviews, ratings, recommendations and other
forms of online expression in social media.
natural language processing, computational linguistics and
text mining to determine the attitude of a speaker or a writer
with respect to some topics. The development is to build a
system that can analyze information related to opinions in
blogs, forums and web sites and allow users to search and
get into the opinion information easily.
Generally, information available on the Internet is
categorized into two types; facts and opinions. Facts are
objective expressions about entities, events and properties
and they can be easily searched by using the traditional
keyword search technology.
Opinions are usually subjective expressions describing
people’s sentiments, appraisals or feelings and this kind of
sentiment expression contents cannot be found by the
existing search method.
The technology of opinion mining, consequently, is built to
analyze sentiment information from a large number of
diverse data sources available on the Internet.
The technology will make the computer to perform
automated sentiment analysis of digital texts, using elements
from machine learning such as latent semantic analysis,
support vector machines, “bag of words” and Semantic
Orientation. The method is to detect the holder of
a sentiment and the target.
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To mine the opinion in
context and get the feature
which has been opinionated,
the grammatical relationships
of words are used. Grammatical
dependency relations are
obtained by deep parsing of
the text.
Sentiment analysis and
opinion mining are expected
to become a key component
for the development of
modern and innovative
customer relationship
management (CRM) in the
new 2.0 era.

Figure 1 : System Architecture of Opinion Mining

Figure 2 : Sample of Sentiment Information Analysis for Hotel Domain

Reference
1. Alisa Kongthon, Sarawoot Kongyoung, Chatchawal Sangkeettrakarn, Choochart Haruechaiyasak,
“Thailand’s Tourism Information service based on Semantic Search and Opinion Mining”,
The 25th International Technical Conference on Circuits/Systems, Computers and
Communications (ITC-CSCC 2010), 2010
2. A. Kongthon, N. Angkawattanawit, C. Sangkeettrakarn, P. Palingoon, and C. Haruechaiyasak,
“Using an Opinion Mining Approach to Exploit Web Content in Order to Improve
Customer Relationship Management”, The Portland International Conference on
Management of Engineering and Technology 2010.
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3D object reconstruction
Broken pieces of antiquities found around historical places
can be revitalized to show their completion in a simulated
3D model, allowing archaeologists to study the antique
items and make a discovery back to the Thai ancient times.

To advance the study of archaeology, Image Technology
Laboratory (IMG) at NECTEC developed a system called
Digital Shard Stitching (DSS) to digitize the fragments of
ancient potteries and ceramics into 3D images.
DSS was built on 3D object reconstruction technology. The
system enables archaeologists to make in-depth study on the
shards virtually and importantly, reassemble them into
a complete 3D model on computer screen.

Source :
http://media.thaigov.go.th/pageconfig/
viewcontent/viewcontent1.asp?pageid
=471&directory=1786&contents=15289

The technology comes to help preserve archaeological
pottery by eliminating physical damage of the piece during
the study and the reconstruction process so a longer life of
the ancient items can be maintained.
In the digitization process, the fragments will be scanned
through 3D scanner. The image file will then be simulated in
3D model by using the technology of computer graphic to
make the virtual 3D shard complete in details of color,
texture and its 3D surface.
Archaeologists can retrieve each virtual piece to study as if
they’re studying the real one. They can move and turn
around the piece in 360 degree angle while zoom in and out
to see the piece’s physical details so that they can classify
the type of the potteries according to their period.
Since the system comes with a program to analyze the
fragment structure and detect the possibility of the shards to
be reassembled, it helps archaeologists dramatically reduce
time to reconstruct objects manually while enhance shape
visualization.
The technology can also be used in museum, especially for
the maintenance and reconstruction of the antiquities.
Virtual exhibition will be developed by using this
technology to display reassembled antiquities in simulated
3D model. With the simulated objects, people can easier
learn the country’s ancient items visually.
The technology is hoped to help the country not only build
up the digital archaeological archive for further
archaeological study but also inherit Thai historical stories
and ancient ways of life to be shown in the digital world.
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More Information
Dr. Sanparith Marukatat, Dr. Udomchai Techavipoo, and Dr.Thitiporn Chanwimaluang
Image Technology Laboratory, NECTEC
http://www.nectec.or.th/img/
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Business
Model
Fabric Design Business Developed

Based Upon Digital Weave Pattern Archive
The utilization of digital information infrastructure to
promote creative economy is an important mission for DT
project to transform Thai culture, local wisdom and classical
knowledge into business values that can generate incomes
not only to local communities but also to the country’s economic
system.
NECTEC has been working with Rajamangala University of
Technology Lanna and Chaingrai Rajabhat University to
develop a prototype of business model that makes use of the
digital weave pattern archive of Digitized Lanna project to
create an innovative one-stop fabric design service.
The new service is designed to respond a complete cycle of
business requirements starting from the selection and the
design of fabric patterns through a production process of
woven fabric. The comprehensive service includes the
provision of digital weave pattern information, designing
tools and outsourced weaving service.
Designers can access to various pattern information from the
digital weave pattern archive and use designing tools to
develop their designing works. Meanwhile, they are able to
connect to the production source to produce woven fabrics
according to their requirements -- all in one place.
NECTEC and Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna
worked together to develop a new “design portal”, a central
web site where designers and fabric businesses can make use
of a variety of ancient patterns to create new value-added
fabric products that contain Thai cultural identity.
The project also received a support from Keio University in
Japan to utilize the university’s emotional search technology
to provide weave pattern search service. The technology
allows users to express their emotions and feelings to make
a search and the system will offer search results that match
their requirements.
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Moreover, users are allowed to use other designing tools
including computer aided design program to draft and
design fabric patterns. The program lets designers to select
the size of the yarns and simulate a complete fabric
according to the designed pattern on computer screen. Any
changes can be made and the final pattern will be converted
into weavable design for further weaving process.
After the design is complete, they can also submit a request
to the production source electronically through the design
portal.
In production side, NECTEC worked with Chaingrai
Rajabhat University to establish pattern design and weaving
service center to oversee creating a linkage between the
industry and production sources.
Acting as a marketing arm, the center will receive
outsourcing jobs from design portal and then allocate the
jobs to weaving communities for further production. The
center, so far, has connected with the country’s weaving
production sources in the North and the Northeastern.
To strengthen local weaving communities, Chaingrai
Rajabhat University also plans to provide trainings to people
in the communities to develop more expertise in producing
woven fabric for industrial use.
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NECTEC hopes that digital information infrastructure
provided under DT project will encourage the creation of
new innovative business models that will not only support
the expansion of Thai industries but also boost the
development of the country’s economy in community level.

XPLog
Knowledge and Local Wisdom Collection

For Business and Community Development
The accumulation of knowledge and local wisdom through
social networking site of XPLog.org is becoming a key
fundamental tool to help the country build up digital
archives for business and community development.
As cultural information is a significant element to develop
tourism services, NECTEC partnered with the Ministry of
Culture to use XPLog to gather cultural information, Thai
festivals and tradition, as well as people’s ways of life.
Under this collaboration, the ministry set up an information
center on XPLog, allowing people to publish pictures or
video clips telling their cultural stories onto the network.
The information will be developed into cultural database for
further use.
To drive the generation of contents, the ministry plans to use
the network of provincial culture offices to encourage
people in the communities to create contents on the site.
Through this network, the ministry will be able to collect
up-to-date data from communities around the nation much
more easily.
NECTEC, meanwhile, will work with every province to
accumulate provincial information such as tourism
attractions, accommodations, restaurants and One Tambon
One Product (OTOP) to XPLog. It starts a pilot project with
Sakon Nakhon province to stimulate people in the
communities to put related information to promote the
province’s tourism.
Once cultural and provincial information on XPLog covers
every province, the country will have a large amount of
basic information to develop into cultural and tourism
database which private sector can utilize for developing
various kinds of new commercial information services.
Moreover, NECTEC made cooperation with three Border
Patrol Police schools in Chiang Mai and Mae Hon Son
province to use XPLog for community development.
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The project is to use XPLog to collect knowledge and local
wisdom in the community to share onto the online world.
NECTEC has supported equipment including digital camera
and portable computer to the three pilot schools for content
creation.
Teachers will be encouraged to create digital contents while
make teaching and learning report as well as community
development plan proposed to the chief of the regional
Border Patrol Police Bureau through XPLog network.
Meanwhile, people in the communities will be motivated to
use the social network to publish their community’s knowledge,
local wisdom, and ways of life. Contents to be generated
also include agricultural knowledge, education, medical and
health care as well as other community development.
The creation of community contents is hoped to drive
knowledge and experience sharing among the communities.
More importantly, the lessons learned from one community
will be used as a model for other communities when they
come to make their own development.
Additionally, top executives in community, provincial and
regional level are able to
access community information
to observe the overall status
and the community’s problems
so they can make further
plans for community
development.
With XPLog, communities
will be developed more
sustainably through the
mechanism of knowledge and
local wisdom sharing.

Figure 1 : Social Networking Site (XPLog.org): A new social network to allow people to
publish and share pictures and video clips telling stories related to tradition and culture
as well as local wisdom.
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Collaboration
Partnership Strategy:

DT Project’s Key Success
During the past two years, NECTEC has shown a success in
developing an essential foundation to establish the country’ s digital
information infrastructure and the development of
partnership network is placed to be a strategic weapon
behind its achievement.
So far, NECTEC has created cooperation with various
organizations such as the Ministry of Culture, the Ministry
of Science, Border Patrol Police Bureau, Thailand Creative
Design Center (TCDC), local and international research
institutions and universities as well as private sector to
develop DT project.
Ministry of Culture
The collaboration with
the Ministry of Culture
has been done through
a project called
“Development of
Cultural Capital from
Grassroots to
I n t e r n a t i o n a l” . T h e
initiative is to establish
a central information
center to accumulate
cultural information,
knowledge and local
wisdom from communities
nationwide and develop
into the country’s digital
cultural archive to allow people to access cultural
information for further study and for business development.
The alliance covers research and development of technology
and information services in six areas; Digital Library and
Archives; Archaeology and Museum; Historical Park; Local
Wisdom; Contemporary Arts; and Musical Arts.
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Ministry of Science
NECTEC created a
partnership with Science and
Technology Knowledge
Center (STKC) under the
Ministry of Science in
adopting Knowledge
Unifying Initiator for Science
(KuiSci), which is a social
networking system for the
scientific and technology
researcher community, to
support knowledge exchange
in STKC’s e-forum.
KuiSci allows researchers to
initiate a topic of interest,
collect opinions on each topic
and post information for public benefits. The tool
encourages the exploitation of knowledge among online
community.
Border Patrol Police Bureau
NECTEC partnered with Border Patrol Police Bureau to
develop electronic learning system to train border patrol
police to learn and practice colloquial speech.
Under the plan, two vernaculars of Malayu and Karen are
developed to train the police to improve the efficiency of
communication with people in the South and with those who
are hill tribes. It’s hoped that the new e-learning system will
encourage colloquial speech learning for other
organizations, students and people who are interested in
vernacular study.
The partnership also includes the development of pilot
project with Border Patrol Police schools to use social
network of XPLog to collect cultural information,
knowledge and local wisdom for community development.
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Thailand Creative Design Center (TCDC)
The cooperation with TCDC is to develop search technology
to allow designers to retrieve a large amount of designing
knowledge in the digital universe to generate new ideas for
the development of innovative products and services.
Local Universities
To pool technological resources and expertise for DT project
development, NECTEC supports local universities to
develop a variety of projects, which are a foundation for the
establishment of the country’ s digital information
infrastructure. The partnerships are as follows:
		
		
		
		

Rajamangala University of Technology Lanna: To
develop a project called “Digitized Lanna” by
accumulating cultural information and local wisdom of
Lanna community.

		
		
		
		

Mahasarakham University: To develop a project
called “Digitized Isan” by accumulating cultural
information and local wisdom of the Northeastern
communities.

		
		
		
		

Silpakorn University and Prince of Songkla
University: To build up Thai herbal database under
Knowledge Unifying Initiator for Herbal Information
(KuiHerb) project.

		 B u r a p a U n i v e r s i t y : T o d e v e l o p s c i e n c e a n d
		 technology research database and KuiSci system.
•
		
		
		

Chulalongkorn University: To develop digital
information system for Thai masked-dancing
performance, known as Khon, to be presented in
simulated 3D model.

International Research Institutions
NECTEC developed partnership network with international
universities and research institutions for technology transfer.
The alliances are as below:
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		 Kyoto University, Japan: To adopt Language Grid for
		 the development of DT’s service platform. Language
		 Grid is a Service Grid that aims at sharing language
		 services around the world. The platform connects
		 language resource providers and users using Web
		 service technologies.
		
		 Keio University, Japan: To transfer emotional search
		 technology.
National Institute of Information and Communications
		 Technology (NICT), Japan: To co-develop social
		 networking system of XPLog and transfer 3D music
		 technology for digitizing Thai musical works.
Private Sector
NECTEC puts a focus on creating collaboration with private
sector to turn digital information accumulated under DT’s project
into business values. It has been working with private
companies to utilize digital cultural and tourism information
to develop new kinds of tourism information services to
promote travelling in Thailand.
The center also plans to widen the collaboration, which was
done with five local computer manufacturers under
Ecolonux project, by bundling DT’s products such as digital
contents and technological tools with computer products
manufactured by the network’s members.
Ecolonux is a project that NECTEC created alliances with
local-brand personal computer manufacturers including
SVOA, Powell Computer, Synnex, D Computer and IT
Bakery to bundle open source software with the products.
It’s expected the new collaboration will help the alliance’s member
to add more values to their computer products and,
importantly, widen opportunities for Thai people to access
digital contents and information services through the
utilization of DT’ s digital information infrastructure
pervasively.
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From a small seed of initiative grown within NECTEC,
the development of Digitized Thailand project is now
maturing significantly. Thanks to collaborative efforts
from every part of the society, it’s believed that Thailand
will soon have a prominent digital information
infrastructure that not only inherits Thai valuable
heritages in the digital universe, but also originate new
business opportunities to move Thailand towards the
new creative economy era with sustainability.

Digitized Thailand
Reference Website
Digitized Thailand Website
http://www.digitized-thailand.org/

Digital Travelling Guide System (Pi-Pe.org) for
Ayutthaya Province
http://www.pi-pe.org/
Festival Information Service on Mobile (Thai Fiesta on
Mobile)
http://thaifiesta.nectec.or.th/
Social Networking Site (XPLog.org) for Sharing
Pictures and Videos related to Tradition, Culture and
Local Wisdom
http://www.xplog.org/
Weave Pattern Design Program and Digital Weave
Pattern Database of Digitized Lanna Project
http://www.digitized-lanna.com/
Media Center of Isan Culture: Center of the Video 
Collection
http://www.digitized-isan.com/
Hermit’s Yoga Postures Digital Edition: Local Wisdom 
of Traditional Thai Exercise
http://www.rusiedotton.thai.net/
Thai Swords Dance Postures in 3D Animation
http://www.newmedia.it.msu.ac.th/home/BoxingSite/
KuiHerb: Thailand’s Central Herbal Database
http://www.inf.pharm.su.ac.th/~kuiherb/kui-herb-web/
Suan Mokk 360 Degree Project: Virtual Tour to 
Suan Mokkhabalarama 
http://bia.or.th/suanmokkh/index.html/ 
AnaDent3D : Dental Application for Archiving and 
Analyzing Dental Cast by Using 3D Technology
http://anadent3d.com/
Thai Text-to-Speech Synthesis “Vaja”
http://www.hlt.nectec.or.th/speech/
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